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Mustang Daily isn't afraid of these 
guys and their new publication, Poly 
Manifesto.
The arguments for Prop. 209 continue 
to flow. Today we offer one opposing 
the initiative.
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Impact report for sports complex criticized
D ocum ent available at 
Kennedy Library, public  
com m ent encouraged
By Jenny Justus
Daily Stoff Writer
The Draft Environmental Impact 
Report (HEIR) for the proposed plan for the 
Cal Poly Sports Complex is being criticized 
for being on the fast track.
According to the report, the proposed 
plan will mean a loss of close to an acre of 
wetlands, a reduction in air quality and the 
destruction of watershed areas. These 
impacts can be reduced to insignificant lev­
els if the proper mitigation is followed.
Phil Ashley, biology technician for the 
Cal Poly biology department, said the plan 
was rushed. Ashley said it usually takes 
one to two years to put together an ade­
quate DEIR, and in this ca.se the report has 
only been worked on since last spring.
Ashley said he doesn’t see the DEIR cor­
rectly addressing the biological issues of 
the area. He said the community will have
to do a great deal ol‘ work to ensure that 
Cal Poly will have an adequate EIR to base 
its decision on.
“The DEIR is so inadequate, it puts too 
great a burden on the public,” Ashley said.
Chris Clark of Fugro West Inc., the com-
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The proposed site. /  Doily photo by Kellie Korhonen
pany that put together the DEIR for Cal 
Poly, said the time it takes to produce an 
adequate DEIR depends on the project. He 
said there were times this summer when 
the company had 10 people working on the
report.
“The DEIR is for gathering 
information on the environment 
and presenting it to the decision­
makers so that they can make a 
fully informed decision,” Clark 
said.
The DEIR is 
available for pub­
lic review and 
comment until 
Nov. 14. The docu­
ment is available 
at the Robert E.
Kennedy Library 
and the San Luis 
O b i s p o  
City/County Library.
Clark said once public 
review of the DEIR is com­
plete the group will rc'spond 
to the comments made by 
community members. They 
will make changes to the DEIR and pro­
duce final EIR that will be sent to the 
California State University Board of 
Trustees.
Bob Kitamura,
\
director of facilities
planning for Cal Poly, said that they are 
trying to get the schematic design for the 
complex approved by March.
Cal Poly Athletic Director John 
McCutcheon said he feels the DEIR is a 
comprehensive report.
He said that over the next four months 
they will be working with the architects on 
potential designs for the project.
“We have to meld the EIR with the
See REPORT page 3
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disc jockey's darkened face stud­
ies his turntables — attune to 
every sound. Every so often a 
flash of light strikes against his 
face turning it shades of blue or green or 
purple — nevertheless, exposing his identi­
ty for a brief second.
In front of the DJ, 
dozens of dancers 
move as if the music 
has taken over their 
souls. They dance 
freely, usually alone 
— but never lonely.
Everyone in the 
rcHim, whether it be 
thousands, hun­
dreds or just dozens, 
feels the same vibe.
Glowing smiles radiate from strangers' 
faces.
Each person loses all inhibitions and 
they release themselves into an individual
By Shoshana Hebshi, Daily Staff Writer
expression of dance.
A wave of energy flows 
through the night into the 
wee hours of morning until 
daylight. The strength of 
this energy binds these pei>- 
ple together in a har­
mony filled with love, 
spirituality, respect and 
an understanding of 
what is going on.
A nev\’ culture that 
sprung up in San 
Francisco and other 
metropolises in the late 
1980s has trickled 
down to peaceful San 
Luis ObispH> (SLO), 
infecting its young people 
with an alternative way of 
life.
Raves are here.
For many, the under-
While some ravers feel the energy through dancing (left), others (above) find spinning their own way to groove.
ground party intro­
duced to SLO over 
two years ago, the 
rave, has become 
not only a pastime, 
but an identification 
and a lifestyle.
Although the 
rave scene in SLO is 
minuscule com­
pared to any other 
large city's scene, 
this outrageous cul­
ture btirn in England in the mid-80s keeps 
growing.
Joaquin Martinez and 
Kyle Jung moved to SLO to 
begin their freshman year at 
Cal Poly in September 1994.
Jung, 20, a computer engi­
neering junior, besides being 
born and raised near 
Berkeley, had never been to a 
rave.
Martinez, 19, a mechanical 
engineering junior, spun as a
DJ in his hiimetown of Los Angeles at 
nightclubs.
Jung and Martinez moved onto the 
same dorm flw r where they devel­
oped a strong friendship.
Martinez played mostly hip-hop 
and house, two techno-based synthetic 
forms of dance music. House music, 
which usi’s fewer lyrics than hip-hop, 
bursts with energy and fast beats, and 
fuels raves.
"The music has become my life,"
See UNDERGROUND page 7
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37 days left in fall quarter 
Today's Weather: patchy morning fog, some sun later 
Tomorrow's Weather: more early fog, clearing up in the afternoon
Todo/s h igh/low : 78
TODAY
Today is N ational Grouch Doy^ so beware o f the lurking Oscar.
Week o f Welcome inform ation sessions fo r those who have com­
pleted spring training and are interested in joining team w ill be 
held today from 6-8 p.m. and Thursday, Oct. 17, from 11 a.m . to 
noon in the Agricultural Engineering Building, Room 123.
The Cal Poly chapter o f the N ational O rganization fo r Women w ill 
meet today at 5 p.m. in Building 53, Room 202.
U PCO M IN G
Campus Crusade fo r Christ is sponsoring "Beyond Pear," a presen­
tation o f author Joel Kramer's kayak journey through Papua, New 
Guinea, Wednesday, Oct. 16 at 7  p.m. in Chumash Auditorium .
The Physics Colloquium w ill feature Dr. Richard Frankel presenting 
a lecture titled "The Question o f Life on M ars" on Thursday, Oct.
17, at 11 a.m. in the Performing Arts Center, Room 124.
The League o f Women Voters o f San Luis Obispo w ill hold small- 
group meeting Friday, Oct. 18, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at 
The Village, 55 Broad St. Issues revolving around the 
upcoming election w ill be discussed.
Agenda Items: c /o  Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 
Advertising: 756-1143 
Editorial: 756-1796 
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be print­
ed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.
‘Manifesto’ takes Poly by surprise
By Anne Thomas
Doily Staff Writer
Housing, environmental poli­
cy, fraternities, immigration stan­
dards and even the Utilidor were 
all fair game for attack 
Wednesday, with the emergence 
of the campus’ new independent 
student publication, the Poly 
Manifesto.
The 16-page leaflet featured 
articles on subjects ranging from 
Libertarianism and community 
building to punk music and 
drunkenness.
Many campus issues were also 
addressed, including sarcastic 
stabs at the wrestling team, 
recent construction projects and 
the Greek system.
The “Manifesto” was the brain 
child of marketing senior Mike 
Doonan and political science 
senior Kevin Burns. Doonan 
called it his “unofficial senior pro­
ject.”
Doonan said he got the idea to 
create an independent publica­
tion after hearing local restau­
rant owner, Ed Bruehl speak at 
an American Marketing 
Association meeting last year. 
Bruehl, who opened Natural 
Flavors as his senior project, 
encouraged students to do some­
thing useful with their projects.
Doonan said he immediately 
started coming up with ideas for 
the paper. His first step was to 
solicit the help of Burns.
“It was something I’d wanted 
to do for along time, but I didn’t 
think it was possible,” Burns said.
Doonan and Burns said that 
they talked about the publication 
for about two months, and then 
started accumulating writers and
Mike Doonan and Kevin Burns, creators of Poly Manifesto, have taken Poly 
by surprise with their spirited columns. /  Daily photo by Maureen McDowell
advertising.
“It was a slow process, “ 
Doonan recalled. “It pretty much 
took all summer.”
“A million little tiny things 
went wrong,” Burns added, “and 
we didn’t really know what the 
hell we were doing.”
Doonan and Burns eventually 
got 3,000 copies of the Poly 
Manifesto printed through the 
San Luis Obispo County 
Telegram-TVibune for approxi­
mately $350. There were 2,000 
copies spread around Cal Poly, 
and most of the remaining went 
to various businesses downtown.
Ironically, the article from the 
Manifesto, which seems to have 
drawn the most attention is one 
that was thrown in to fill an 
empty page, on the night before 
publication.
In “Breaking the Mold,” politi­
cal science senior Matt Nice deliv­
ered a cynical critique of fraterni­
ty life.
“Most people seem to see the 
truth in it, “ Nice said. “I used to 
live next door to a fraternity 
house, and it was a pretty nega­
tive experience.”
“I don’t think any of us have 
too much love for fraternities,” 
Burns added.
Josh Hansen, Inter-Fraternity 
Council Social Chairman said he 
had mixed feeling about Nice’s 
article.
“ I thought some of it was 
funny, but I thought some of it 
was misleading,” Hansen said. “I 
didn’t think it was good timing, 
because the Greek system is try­
ing to have a good rush.
See MANIFESTO page 10
ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES
Career Opportunities with Frito-Lay 
"One of the Premier Food Companies in the World"
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Operations Management:
- Production Supervisors
- Warehouse Supervisors
- Logistics Supervisors
- Maintenance Supervisors
La
MAJORS
Ag. Bus., Food Science, 
Mechanical Eng., Industrial 
Eng., Industrial Tech., 
Electrical Eng., Ag. Eng., 
Manufacturing Eng.,
Employer Open House / Interviews
Thursday, October 17 8:00am -3:00pm
Friday, October 18 8:00am - Noon
Place: U.U. Room #216
Please bring a resume and questions regarding careers with Frito-Lay
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Brandt Furgerson
Daily StaK Writer
Another year, another mission, 
another hardworking crew of 
AmeriCorps to hit the area.
San Luis Obispo County’s sec­
ond class of AmeriCorps members 
were sworn in Friday by county 
Supervisor Harry Ovitt at the 
County Government Building.
Devoted to serving the commu­
nity, the 32 AmeriCorps members 
will dedicate one year of service 
as intervention specialists for a 
targeted population of high-risk 
youth, in order to increase school 
success and decrease juvenile 
crime and substance abuse. In 
return, members earn money for 
college.
“Some counties don’t even get 
people applying for the positions,” 
said Jeremy Kriss, San Luis 
Obispo County program assis­
tant.
“San Luis Obispo County is 
really lucky. Because of the edu­
cation level, we have the ability to 
pick and choose our members,” 
Kriss said. “Last year we had a 
Bh.D. in the program that just 
wanted to give something back. 
AmeriCorps provided the oppor­
tunity and (this person) had the 
time.”
San Luis Obispo County con­
tains seven host agencies that uti­
lize AmeriCorps members; the 
EOC Homeless Shelter, the 
Family Care Network, the Paso 
Robles Police Department, Paso 
Robles Public Schools, County 
Drug and Alcohol Services, 
County Probation Department, 
and the Lucia Mar School
District.
The San Luis Obispo County 
AmeriCorps program is the only 
one in San Luis Obispo, Monterey 
and Santa Barbara counties.
Tako Oho, 22, of Atlanta, Ga., 
decided to join the AmeriCorps 
after graduating from Vanderbilt 
University in Tennessee.
After researching the different
County Supervisor Ovitt swears in the next generation of Americorps workers 
Friday at the County Government Building. /  Daily photo by Maureen McDowell
programs across the country. Oho 
decided to come to San Luis 
Obispo when he learned about a 
position in the County Drug and 
Alcohol Services.
“The San Luis Obispo chapter 
allows me to do what I want to do 
— work one-on-one with kids,” 
Oho said.
Last year, ihe AmeriCorps pro­
gram served a total of 
37,500 hours of service to 
700 youths in the county.
Recent Cal Poly educa­
tion and counseling gradu­
ate, Debbie Hauschild 
joined AmeriCorps to “make 
sure pregnant girls stay in 
school, and hopefully get 
excited about pursuing edu­
cation further.”
Hauschild will be work­
ing for Family Care 
Network, an agency that 
aids pregnant teens while 
they attend school.
As a result of last year’s 
Family Care Network’s par­
ticipation with AmeriCorp, 
68 percent of 108 teen 
mothers earned the appro­
priate amount of school 
credits, while only 22 per­
cent of a control group 
earned such credits.
Criteria to join the
AmeriCorps is minimal. This 
year’s crew ranges in age from 18 
to 48, with education levels vary­
ing from recent high school grad­
uates to graduates with master’s 
degrees.
“There are no typical 
AmeriCorps people,” Kriss said. 
“We are looking for people that 
have a commitment to serve the 
community.”
Entry into the program con­
sists of an application, essay and 
a series of interviews at the coun­
ty’s seven host agencies.
Throughout October, 25,000 
Americans will be sworn into the 
AmeriCorps national service pro­
gram. Members are placed at 400 
different programs nationwide.
Created with bipartisan sup­
port from Congress, President Bill 
Clinton and community groups 
nationwide in 1993, the 
Corporation for National Service, 
a public-private partnership, 
administers three national ser­
vice initiatives: AmeriCorps, the 
National Senior Service Corps, 
and Learn and Serve America.
REPORT: Construction may start sometime during summer of 1997
from page 1
design to come up with a final 
design,” McCutcheon said.
He said he plans to initiate a ‘ 
series of meetings with the public 
later this month to go over con­
cerns about the proposed plan.
The first phase of the proposed 
plan includes seven recreation 
soccer/football fields, three soft- 
ball fields, a baseball stadium and 
a softball stadium. The complex
will be built where the existing 
sheep unit and test track are 
located.
Kitamura estimated that con­
struction would start sometime 
during summer 1997. He said he 
hopes to have some of the recre­
ation fields ready for students to 
use by winter quarter 1998. The 
scheduled completion date for the 
baseball and softball stadiums is 
spring of 1998.
Ashley said he thinks that the 
complex is too big and that a 100- 
foot buffer around the complex is 
necessary to successfully reduce 
the impacts the plan will have on 
the environment.
Kitamura said that they won’t 
be reducing the size of the project 
in answer to environmental con­
cerns, but they will be working to 
reconfigure the complex to try to 
reduce its impact on the area.
Study Group evolves 
from Poly Plan, helps 
students in classes
a career with
D
www.erac.com
We’li be interviewing on campue at the 
career center October 23, 1996
By Stacey L Johnston
Doily Staff Writer
Midterms will be here shortly 
and for students who are having 
difficulties. Study Group can 
help.
“(Study Group) clarifies 
things,” said Mandy Claud, a bio­
chemistry freshman who is in a 
Biology 151 group. “It’s like a 
review of the lecture, but with a 
better (teacher to student) ratio 
than with the instructor.”
This program, funded by the 
Cal Poly Plan and Student 
Academic Services, matches stu­
dents with leaders to form study 
groups for specific classes.
Sydnor said students indicat­
ed interest in study groups on the 
Cal Poly Plan survey.
“We created the program and 
it’s here,” Sydnor said. “Now we 
want students to make use of it.”
So far, students are. Study 
Group began as a pilot program 
six quarters ago, and was suc­
cessful. This year it became a 
campus-wide program.
Computer engineering sopho­
more Margaret Mierau is a Math 
177 group leader. She said the 
groups provide reinforcement of 
class material and are a way for 
students to “get a better handle
on what they’re learning.”
A group consists of four to six 
students that meet twice a week 
for one hour. Each is led by 
trained peer leaders who directs 
the groups.
“If someone provides the lead­
ership and coordinates the group, 
it’s going to go better,” said Bill 
Sydnor, program coordinator for 
the Study Group program. He 
explained that student study ses­
sions tend to “get social” without 
the direction of a leader.
Group members sign an agree­
ment in which they promise “to 
attend regularly, to be prepared 
and to participate,” Sydnor said.
Mierau said established meet­
ing times encourage regular 
attendance.
“I think when you have some­
thing set like that, you’re more 
inclined to go to it,” .she said.
Sydnor said the most common 
classes for which study groups 
are requested are in the College 
of Science and Math. However, 
they do receive requests for such 
classes as accounting, architec­
ture, soil science and English 
classes.
So far this quarter. Study 
Group has received over 300 
See GROUP page 10
Cone find out what it's all aboutff
Informational 
Meeting
Leam about the 
Open House 
Committee: how 
to be a part arxl 
what positions 
are available.
Come get |
Involved! 9 ^ 6 1 )1 ) o i i s e
Thurs. Oct 17 th
11am Bdtg. 33*287 
or
5pm Bdig. 33*289 
You can attend 
either meeting.
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C o l u m n
Ramblings. ♦.
By Karen E. Spaeder
Leafing through a recent issue of Cosmopolitan, my house­
mate happened upon an especially disgusting article. 1 read it, 
too, and she and 1 shared a moment when we thought, “This can’t 
really be happening. Surely, these writers — these women — 
can’t be serious.”
Llnfortunately, the writers were rather serious.
The article listed a number of ways that a woman can get her 
man’s attention if  he seems less than interested in what is going 
on with her life.
The list recommended, for example, that women crawl on the 
floor, or feign an interest in football, or hop on the phone and pre­
tend to be whispering to a secret lover. It said women should 
shine a flashlight in his eyes if he’s not listening, or show up at 
his office wearing nothing but a raincoat, or get a temporary tat­
too, or — and now, for the most revolting words of advice ever 
printed — shave the hair of your privates or wax it into the 
shape of a heart.
Excuse me, what planet are we on?
If I ever thought, for a moment, that 1 needed to do any one of 
these things just to get my boyfriend’s attention, I would be tak­
ing a serious look at my relationship and deciding whether I 
should be with this person. Chances are. I’d toss the remote out 
the door and lock the door behind him. I would not necessarily 
expect to flip through Cosmo and stumble across words of wisdom 
in between all the pages of models who look like heroin addicts 
and all the shiny hip-huggers and plastic bras. But I never 
expected a women’s magazine to recommend that a woman subju­
gate herself because her man doesn’t give her the attention she 
expects, needs, and indeed, deserves, just as the man deserves to 
have her attention.
Some better advice for these women would be: Put away your 
flashlight and your razor and your raincoat. Ask yourself why 
you are with someone who gives you nothing but indifference in 
return for the love and attention you give him.
Karen Spaeder is an English senior and I  don’t even want to 
tell you what she did to her last boyfriend when he stopped paying 
attention to her.
L etters T o  T he Ed ito r
Editor,
We want to make it plain that we are not endorsing any candi­
dates in this or any other election.
We are deeply offended by the willingness of individuals who 
would like to be our leaders to exploit such a deep and personal 
tragedy in an attempt to adopt a political posture. We call on all 
candidates at all levels, to refrain from taking advantage of the 
kidnap and murder of a 12-year-old girl for political purpose. This 
behavior is beneath the level of concern and professionalism that 
we expect from our political leaders.
The Polly Klaas Foundation
L e t t e r s  P o l i c y
Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from students, 
staff and other community members. I f  possible, please e-mail your 
work to: jfrederi @ oboe; otherwise, submissions should be typed (but 
your work is much more likely to run if it is e-mailed so I don’t have 
to type it in!) and double-spaced ( 750-1,000 words for commentaries 
and letters less than 250 words).
You must include your name and phone number for verification; 
students, include major and class rank. Mustang Daily reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, grammar, length and otherwise.
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Prop* 209  — not woman-friendly
By Rachel M. Raymond
I recently attended a friend’s wedding and met up with acquaintances who I had known from church during my high school years. 'Fwo were parents of a boy 
who was now preparing to enter college. After 
finding out that 1 was attending Cal Poly, they 
eagerly told me the story of how their son had 
tried to attend Poly, but was rejected by affirma­
tive action.
Curious, 1 asked how, exactly, they determined 
that their son was “rejected by affirmative 
action.” Both exchanged glances and in heated 
dialogue told me of a letter they received from 
Poly, explaining that the architecture department 
“had only so many seats and of those seats a cer­
tain number were reserved for minority students 
only.” They went on to explain: “The letter apolo­
gized for not being allowed to accept their son, 
but minority students were needed to fill the 
quota.”
I was temporarily dumbstruck. Obviously,
Poly would never send such a letter to any par­
ent, but here were these two, frustrated by their 
helplessness and blinded to the inconsistency of 
their story.
Rather than become accu.satory, I questioned 
them about their explanation, pointing out that 
quotas are illegal and implying the strangeness 
of receiving such a letter. After further question­
ing, it was revealed that their son had a 3.15 
GPA. The truth to their son’s rejection was 
revealed — he did not qualify for Cal Poly’s 
impacted and academically-compietitive architec­
ture school.
Affirmative action has become the scapegoat 
of today’s society. Rather than face the increas­
ingly specialized workplace or acknowledge the 
increasingly competitive admissions policies, our 
society has chosen to focus on affirmative action 
as the means and ends to their ills. Loaded words 
such as “quotas” and “preferential treatment” 
make affirmative action appear as an unfair sys­
tem giving unqualified minorities the advantage 
above overqualified white men. Out of these fears 
dangerous initiatives like Proposition 209 are 
bom.
Prop. 209 inserts the loaded words “preferen­
tial treatment” into the language of the 1964 
Civil Rights’ Act and deletes some of the original 
terms. The result is an ambiguous proposition 
that simultaneously blindfolds the people of 
California and pulls the rug out from underneath 
them. It implies equality and “Civil Rights,” 
while in actuality it destroys affirmative action
programs in employment, education and public 
contracting and allows for gender discrimination 
in these same instances.
The truth is, affirmative action is not a sys­
tem for hiring unqualified people. No affirmative 
action programs require anyone to accept sub­
standard or unqualified applicants. These pro­
grams actually expand the pool of qualified appli­
cants who might otherwise not know about the 
opening or not be provided an equal shot at being 
accepted. Affirmative action is not a quota sys­
tem. The U.S. Supreme Court, in the 1978 Bakke 
decision, has already outlawed setting a fixed 
number or “quota” for hiring or school enroll­
ment.
Unfortunately, however. Prop. 209 goes 
beyond the racially divisive issue of affirmative 
action. What most people don’t realize is that it 
sneaks in another destructive provision which is 
harmful to women.
Everyone is so busy arguing about the affir­
mative action issue that they don’t bother read­
ing the rest of the proposition — specifically, 
Clause “C,” which will allow employers to set 
“bona fide qualifications based on gender.” The 
wording is intentionally vague to allow for lenien­
cy in interpretation.
Presently, employers can only set occupational 
qualifications based on gender. The current 
California Constitution assumes “strict scrutiny” 
in cases of gender delineating. This means they 
must prove it is necessary that a specific gender 
hold a position. Prop. 209’s “C” Clause, however, 
is vague and will make it possible for intellectu­
ally dishonest interpretations of what “bona fide” 
means.
I hope that even if you have a deep-rooted 
opinion against affirmative action, you will take 
some time to think about the implications of let­
ting employers have the power to set gender 
qualifications. We’ve come so far in fighting 
against discrimination in hiring for women, and 
Prop. 209 will set California back 20 years.
Think about why the authors of Prop. 209 
even added this clause — was there a need for it? 
Think about the harmful effects this will have on 
anyone in your life who is female.
Vote NO on Prop. 209, reaffirm affirmative 
action and take a stand against discrimination 
based on gender.
Rachel Raymond is an English senior and the 
coordinator for the Cal Poly chapter o f NOW.
M u s ia n g  D a il y
“I t ’ll grow. Just play with it awhile.”
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You waited in line an hour to see this movie. Incredible opening! Heart­
stopping action! Unbelievable tension! This is going to be ... a great... a great... 
oh no. Seated directly behind you. A talker. You can withstand many things. 
People who drive 55 in the left lane. People with 10 items in the 8-iteras-only 
checkout. But here you draw the line. Talk ing in movie theaters is
You paid seven bucks for this ticket. Seven bucks! 
To the voice you say, "Coiild you please keep it down?” 
Mistake. The voice gets louder. "Let’s move,” you h iss  to your g i r l ­
friend. "No,” she says. "Come on,” you implore. "Ho,” she says. "I’ve had it
with talkers," she says. She reaches into her bag. Drops a squat metallic
\ ^o ty e c to n  h e r  Is«), Q u t  ( j f  t h e  c o m e T  o f  y o u T  e y e ,
I  1
you see her squinting, slowly, surely screwing two pieces together. 
A... a ... silencer? Geez! This is a side of her you’ve never seen before.
^' \ f
You think, momentarily, that should this case go to a jury, it w ill
I
be important to have movie lovers on the panel. She l i f t s  the weapon 
from  her lap . What’s it  go ing to be? A Colt .45? A derrin ger?
You force yourself to look.
I t ’s sleek. I t ’s smooth. It ’s sm all. It ’s a...PDA? She’s going to 
threaten the voice with a personal d ig ita l assistant? She quickly 
touches some keys, leans forward. "Computer,” she says tersely to 
the litt le  machine. Great. How your girlfriend ta lks to inanimate
objects. What’s next? Liinch with aliens?
She whispers something else to the machine. Wonderful. She’s 
decided to catch up on work during your date. Suddenly, miracu­
lously, the voice behind you stops. W eird-like, in mid-sentence.
You glance back. What the ...? It’s long. Round. Pointy. A ... cone... 
o f . . .  silence? "PDA with a silencer," your g ir lfr ie n d  mutters. 
Damnt that*s good software«
What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it. 
Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.
Company Presentation sponsored by the IEEE 
Tuesday, October 22, 7-9pm
Building 52, Room E27 
Bring your RESUME
There will be FREE PIZZA and a software raffle! Microsoft
e  199<S Microtoft Corporation AM n(hts reMrved
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Former professor 
given planning award 
for downtown facelift
By Dawn Kalmor
Daily StaK Writer
It’s about time.
That’s what many in the com­
munity are saying about Kenneth 
Schwartz and his recent award 
from the American Planning 
Association.
The award comes after more 
than 40 years of dedication to the 
Cal Poly architecture department 
and the city of San Luis Obispo. 
His work rejuvenating the down­
town area, particularly the 
Mission Plaza, epitomizes his 
community ser\'ice.
“He is the father of Mission 
Plaza,” said David Komero, a 
friend and member of city council.
“He has been probably the 
most outstanding individual in 
the directing of the city over the 
past 40 years...He had the vision 
and he carried it out," Komero 
said.
FMr 36 years Schwartz was 
also a big part of the Cal Poly 
architecture department. He was 
director and dean, and founded 
the university’s city and regional 
planning department.
While teaching, he seiwed five 
terms as mayor from 1969-1979 
and was later appointed to
County Planning Commission.
“I really feel quite honored,” 
said Schwartz who will received 
his award in Palm Springs on 
Oct. 4.
“I’m an architect, not a plan­
ner. It’s kind of interesting to be 
selected by the planning commis­
sion to receive an award...Well, 
it’s just neat,” he said with a 
chuckle.
Schwartz was nominated by 
the Director of the San Luis 
Obispo County Department of 
Planning and Building. He won 
the award for the Ventura, Santa 
Barbara and San Luis Obispo 
counties and went on to win the 
state award.
Nominators looked at his 26 
years of trying to make the public 
more conscious of planning for 
the future, Schwartz said.
“My contrihution has been to 
make (documents for the public) 
more user-friendly,” he said.
“Ken has been a visionary for 
San Luis Obispo,” said city coun­
cil candidate and environmental­
ist Pat V^eesart. “The birth of the 
modern San Luis Ohispo began 
with the development of the 
Mission Plaza,” and all other sub­
sequent development depended 
upon that, Veesart said.
Nortel's Nutrition Facts
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NORTELNORTHERN TELECOM
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Pope to expected to leave hospi­tal today after successful surgery
Assotioted Press “Vatican No. 3” because of his edged that other medical sped
MUaiAINTj L
ROME- Pope John Paul II 
will have his stitches removed 
and return to the Vatican on 
Tuesday to continue his convales­
cence following an appendectomy.
A medical bulletin issued by 
Gemelli Polyclinic Hospital on 
Monday said the 76-year-old pon­
tiff’s recovery was "fu lly satisfac­
tory” and that he was gradually 
resuming his daily activities.
“He’s in good shape,” said Dr. 
Attilio Maseri, chief cardiologist 
at the hospital. “He’s better than 
I thought he would be.”
John Paul appeared rested 
and in good spirits in his first 
post-surgical public appearance 
Sunday, joking from his hospital 
window that Gemelli had become
“Vatican No. 3” because of his 
stays there. The papal summer 
palace in Castelgandolfo was 
Vatican No. 2, he quipped.
Doctors said the surgery was 
needed because of intestinal 
problems that had brought on 
bouts of fever since December. 
The Vatican blamed the pope’s 
weakened condition in past 
months on an inflamed appendix.
During his appearance at the 
window, John Paul kept his trem­
bling left hand out of sight.
Vatican officials, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, have said 
Parkinson’s may be a likely diag­
nosis. Parkinson’s is a progi'es- 
sive neurological disorder that 
can be slowed by medicine.
Doctors involved in last 
week’s surgery have acknowl-
edged that other medical special­
ists are evaluating the pope.
The Vatican has been less 
direct in quashing the persistent 
queries about Parkinson’s. The 
Vatican spokesman, Joaquin 
Navarro-Vails, has not firmly 
denied the reports and only said 
that the pope may suffer from an 
"extrapyramidal syndrome” _ 
which includes Parkinson’s but 
also other problems.
Extrapyramidal refers to the 
part of the motor system that 
controls non-voluntary move­
ment, such as balance.
Vatican sources say there are 
no imminent plans to issue an 
announcement on "other 
aspects” of the pope’s health 
beyond the appendectomy.
More homes could be burned in Big Sur
Associated Press
BIG SUR, Calif'.- Ugly clouds 
of acrid smoke continued to hang 
over the rugged Big Sur area 
Monday, but crews battling fire 
with fire made steady progress 
against a blaze which charred 
14,.300 acres since it started a 
week ago.
The arson fire that started 
last Monday evening about 25 
miles south of this scenic coastal 
hamlet was 95 percent contained 
by mid-day Monday, according to 
Kathy Good, a U.S. Forest 
Service spokeswoman.
“Don’t be surprised if that acre 
figure grows,” she said, noting 
that firefighters will be adding to 
the toll themselves.
That’s because crews are set­
ting fires on the perimeter to 
destroy fuel in the path of the 
flames. Firefighters also burned 
vegetation the fire missed as it 
into the Los Padres National 
Forest from Highway 1, the popu­
lar tourist road that overlooks the 
Pacific as it winds along the
P A R IS$ 1 9 5
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Amsterdam $319
Athens $349
Miami $146
New York $159
Boston $184
coast.
“The idea is to keep pushing it 
until it meets in a middle and 
burns itself out because there’s no 
more fuel,” said Steve Kliest, a 
spokesman for the massive fire­
fighting efforts based in Pacific 
Valley.
So far, the fire, which is 
expected to be fully contained by 
6 p.m. Tue.sday, has burned five 
single-family homes, along with 
nine outbuildings and a travel 
trailer in the Wild Cattle Canyon 
area.
There might be more burned 
buildings, according to Good.
“For several days, we only 
knew of one structure destroyed.
Then we found four more,” she 
said.
There could be other buildings 
in unmapped areas deep in the 
Ix)8 Padres National Forest.
Officials said 43 structures 
they know of are threatened and 
fire engines are standing by just 
in case.
“They range from shanties to 
large homes ... in six different
areas,” Good said.
At least six firefighters in the 
force of 2,100 have been injured, 
including one who was stung 
more than 25 times after knock­
ing over a bee hive.
Most are ankle and back 
injuries sustained in falls, evi­
dence of the ruggedness of the 
land, which has 70 percent slopes 
at some points and few passable 
roads.
The fire burned 12 miles from 
its starting point and still burns 
on Highway 1 at some spots. The 
highway is open, although fire 
equipment moving in and out of 
the area occasionally halts traffic.
A Burned Area Emergency 
Rehabilitation team arrived in 
Pacific
Valley on Sunday to start 
assessing the damages.
The team of about six special­
ists will start in the Mill Creek 
area, looking at long-term recov­
ery efforts that will be needed to 
resolve runoff and erosion prob­
lems that the fire has left behind,
Kliest said.
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Martinez said. “The music equates happi­
ness and fun without a care in the world 
— lifting out all your emotions.”
As Martinez exposed Jung to house 
music, he became curious about the scene 
and went to his first rave on New Year’s 
Eve in San Francisco.
“I didn’t feel that I was cool enough to 
attend raves,” Jung said. “Now, looking 
back on it, I realize that I w'as acting stu­
pid. At raves everyone is accepted and 
respected as their own person.”
In November, Martinez, Jung, and 
another dorm floor resident, Jamie Gray, 
threw their first party, “Release” and 
called themselves “Urban Generation.”
Urban Generation threw the rave in the 
Achievement House at Cuesta College. 
There, Martinez met another House DJ, 
Morgan Roberts.
At the time, Roberts, 21, 
a computer science senior, 
and another DJ, Che Voigt, 
ran a house show at KCPR 
called Rhythm Asylum.
Urban Generation got in 
touch with Roberts and 
Voigt.
They had no clue how 
great an impact their idea of 
throwing a few experimental 
pseudoraves would have on 
the central coast’s party- 
goers.
They threw a second 
“Relea.se” party at Trinity 
Hall on Broad Street in 
February. Roberts, Voigt and 
Martinez spun for the first 
time together at the party, 
which attracted over 600 
people.
Nightclubs play mainly 
hip-hop, while raves play 
solely house music. The sec­
ond “Release" party that 
played both types of music, 
expost^d the two clashing 
attitudes of music and creat­
ed an uncomfortable atmosphere.
Roberts regarded that party as the 
turning point for SLO’s rave scene.
“The San Francisco style (ofhou.se) 
came together," Roberts said. “I think that 
was a learning experience.”
City and regional planning junior 
Belinda Kazanci helps out with Rhythm 
A.sylum on KCPR. Two years ago, some 
friends introduced her to the rave scene in 
SLO.
“It was a different culture that I was 
never aware of.” she said. “What I always 
looked for in my life, I finally found.”
Originally from the Los Angeles area, 
Kazanci is familiar with the club scene 
there.
“You walk into clubs and everyone looks 
at you,” .she said. “It’s a meat market. I’ve 
never been picked up at a rave.
“The rave scene is a lot like the 
(Grateful Dead) scene — just different 
time periods,” she added.
In May, the last “Release” party of the 
year transpired. Urban Generation opted 
to include alcohol with the list of refresh­
ments for the first time.
“This was probably the worst party 
we’ve ever done,” Martinez said.
They lost $900.
“Alcohol and raving don’t mix,” Jung 
said. “You can’t dance with alcohol.”
Despite the most recent “Release” let­
down, optimism brewed for future parties. 
An idea for a huge party in October at the 
San Luis Obispo Veterans Hall became the 
newest goal.
Urban Generation planned all summer 
long for the October party, working on 
fliers, hiring additional DJs and putting 
together special effects and publicity 
schemes. “Primal Xtacy” would be the first 
step towards a new attitude and following 
in SLO.
In September, Roberts clinched the 
architecture building at Cal Poly for a 
“Primal Xtacy” free promotional party, 
called “Shine.” This party played all house 
music for about 300 people and introduced 
a genuine rave atmosphere.
Broadcasts on Rhythm Asylum promot­
ed “Primal Xtacy” every week and commer­
cials aired on both KCPR and Sly 96FM.
They made 10,000 full-color fliers and
ing to do in San Luis Obispo.”
“Liquid Odyssey” brought Urban 
Generation back into action this past April. 
The group had high hopes for the party. 
They passed out 5,000 flyers and put the 
entire party together in a week and a half 
More than 800 people came. The school 
year ended and Urban Generation started 
planning for this year’s first party on Oct. 
19.
One of the reasons why Urban 
Generation’s raves have proved successful 
in SLO is that on only one occasion has 
there been a conflict with police.
Roberts, whom police arrested last year 
for withholding information, said that law 
enforcement has been relaxed about the 
raves. When they arrested him, he and 
about 300 people had cut into a gate lead­
ing to an outside area where they could
throw a
passed them out all over town.
“Promotion was huge because we want­
ed to get 1,000 people,” Martinez said.
Two walls of visuals and go-go cages 
were rented. There was even .someone sell­
ing hats. The rave brought in 800 fun- 
seekers.
After the success of “Primal Xtacy,” 
Urban Generation, worn out from throwing 
such parties, took a break. Other people 
began to throw smaller parties around 
SLO, and the scene grew bigger.
“For freshmen, raving is something 
they’ve probably never been able to do 
before,” Jung said. “It’s good for them as 
they try to find their niche.”
Kazanci echoed Jung.
“We’re showing them something they’ve 
never seen before,” Kazanci said. “Most of 
the people that come to the first one come 
to the second one. You don’t see anything 
negative here.”
The positive atmosphere emitted at the 
raves has been something that has also 
influenced Jung.
“I’ve totally related raving to a reli­
gion,” he said. “You can go out there and 
express your emotions with dance. 
Everyone’s so positive. You can go up to 
anyone and it’s like you have a new best 
friend. I guess that’s what we’ve been try­
rave.
Roberts said 
police broke it up 
thinking Roberts 
was in charge of 
the party because 
he was spinning at 
the time. When 
Roberts wouldn’t 
tell police who was 
in charge and 
who.se equipment 
was there, he said 
they arrested him 
as an example of 
what could happen 
to everyone else.
He spent one night in jail.
Other than an occasional “turn the 
music down” call, the incident has been the 
only negative confrontation with police at 
the parties.
San Luis Obispo Police Capt. Cliff 
Chelquist said there’s never been a prob­
lem with the raves in SLO. “There’s never 
been much evidence to a thriving rave 
scene,” he said. “There’s no issue if there’s 
nothing illegal.”
Several misconceptions and stereotypes 
have been generated by the media about 
drug use at raves. Many people are led to 
believe that the parties are drug-infested 
and filled with people tripping on some­
thing.
An August 1992 article published in the 
San Francisco Examiner stated that “The 
all-night dance parties — weekend rituals 
in San Francisco — are notorious for the 
designer drug known as Ecstacy or XTC.” 
The article concluded that media presents 
raves as parties that promote dnigs. sex 
and music.
The article described the scene as some­
thing “that could send a kid into years of 
intensive psychoanalysis.”
“I’d say most of Cal Poly knows about 
(raves) but they don't know what it’s 
about,” Jung said.
Industrial technology sophomore Jorge 
Postlethwaite, has never been to a rave 
before, but imagines them as the stereo­
type — drug-infested.
“My impression is that you go on ecsla- 
cy,” he said. “You don’t go there to meet 
chicks, you just go and everyone is on the 
same trip.”
“A lot of techno music and dancing is 
there,” said Zvi Kowit, a mechanical engi­
neering senior, who has never attended a 
rave. “Everyone’s just jumping around, 
having a good time. I don’t think it’s any­
thing awful.”
It’s not awful at all, according to 
Kazanci.
“It’s all about love, acceptance and 
energy,” she said.
Although drugs such as ecstacy can be 
present at raves, Kazanci said it’s not the 
main ingredient. The happiness and ener­
gy felt by going to a rave gives a natural 
high already.
Roberts said he feels the same way.
“You don’t really need (drugs) to 
have a good time,” he said.
Roberts added that taking 
drugs cover up how uptight and 
anti-social people and society real­
ly are. Once a person realizes that 
problem, they can release them- 
.selves and enjoy the spirituality of a 
rave which, in turn, produces an 
uncrashable high, he said.
Experiencing the togetherness and har­
mony with people at raves is the essence of 
the experience — not the hyped music, 
clothing or drugs.
Jung said that even without the height­
ened emotions from drugs, he has cried olT 
of the positive energy and gotten chills 
from the vibe of the party.
With the upcoming party, “Tribal Unity” 
this Saturday, Urban Generation has been 
busy. The group is very optimistic about 
the direction the scene will take afterward.
“Now we know what to do and how we 
like to do it,” Roberts said. “We have a 
solid group of friends and a good follow­
ing.”
Roberts would like to throw a party 
each month.
“We’re going to have more parties and 
bigger parties,” he said. “There’s always a 
peak to find the best party. We haven't 
reached that peak yet. But I’m looking for­
ward to it.”
Martinez is excited about the growing 
scene.
“The fact that we can Bring up big- 
name DJs means our scene is getting big­
ger,” Joaquin Martinez said. “If people here 
can go to g(x)d raves here instead of places 
like L.A. and San Francisco, then it’s good. 
This town needs things to do, places to go. 
It’s a safer alternative to partying and 
drinking — there’s no alcohol. They’re hav­
ing sober fun.”
Information about Saturday night's 
dance party can be obtained from: 
http:! l www.calpoly.edu/~kjunglurban.ht 
ml. Cal Poly's KCPR 91.3FM offers 
two shows which feature house/techno 
music: the Rhythum Asylum show 
Thursday nights from 8-10 and the States 
of Euphoria show Friday nights from lO-l.
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Shipwrecked boats along Sacramento River waterfront causing problems
i m
By Seon Barry
Capital Compus News
SAC’ KAM ENTO- The Old 
Sacramento City waterfront has 
seen its share of shipwrecked - 
and sunken - boats over the 
years.
'Phe four-block-long area along 
the Sacramento River - now a 
growing tourist and leisure mecca 
- was once a maritime hub as well 
as the city’s rail­
road nucleus.
Gold seekers in 
mid-1800s - in a 
rush for them- 
thar-hills - were 
especially likely to 
pick this spot to 
abandon ship, city 
tourist literature 
confesses.
And then there 
were there the 
accidents - like the giant brigs 
and barks that couldn’t negotiate 
the river, and would later give 
w'ay to more maneuverable 
schooners and sloops.
But both comedy and tragedy 
linger, as two mam­
moth boats lay fallen 
in this historical 
stretch of the river 
framed by two 
bridges just a half- 
mile apart.
Says Ed Astone, 
head of the city 
agency that runs 
Old Sacramento;
"History is repeating
itself.” ---------------
The more recent of the two 
wrecks here now provides some 
comic relief. It’s the Sea Song, 
washed up on the west bank since 
early August, directly across the 
river from Old Sacramento 
attractions like the Rio City Cafe 
and Delta King steamboat.
The 84-fl motor yacht is the 
latest in a fleet of not-so-seawor-
thy boats run aground in the area 
by the O’Leary family. Since the 
mid-1980s, six vessels captained 
by the family have been 
destroyed by city and state 
authorities for unlawful mooring 
and similar dumping ofTenses.
'Phe State Lands Commission, 
which holds jurisdiction over the 
waterfront, is backed by a court 
order to seize the Sea Song. The 
commission has contracted with a 
diving company. Associated 
Divers, to try to right the vessel - 
but the first attempt 
failed.
Now the commission 
cannot offer even an 
approximate time-frame 
for removal, says Bill 
Morrison, assistant exec­
utive officer of that 
agency. ”It’s not in any­
body’s way,” said Astone, 
head of Old Sacramento 
Management, the 
city-contracted agency that runs 
the area. Astone also brushed 
aside the suggestion that the boat 
is a blemish. Most of the star­
board (right) side of the hull - 
which faces Old Sacramento is
"Anytime you have something 
like that near your property it's
a concern. ft
—Chuck Collings, Raley’s CEO
sticking out of the water.
“We don’t care,” he said. “It’s a 
novelty.”
"People in the Rio City Cafe 
can sit there and talk about it,” 
he added.
"They used to just be able to 
look out and see weeds.” But 
some developers on the river’s
west side are less amused. Raleys 
Corp., headquartered in West 
Sacramento, owns the property 
just over the embankment from 
the wreck. A Money Store office is 
under construction there.
“We want to see it towed 
away,” said Raley’s CEO Chuck 
Collings.
"Anytime you have something 
like that near your property it’s a 
concern.”
But Collings said he is not 
unhappy with the state’s pace. 
“They’re working on it,” said he.
The sad tale at present is of 
the Nam Sang, whose owners 
have tried unsuccessfully to get 
the boat afloat for two-and-one- 
half years.
The sleek 72-foot cutter was 
once owned by Paramount 
Studios whose stars sometimes 
took the helm.
Richard and Deborah Johnson 
of Sacramento and family were 
sailing the boat south when its 
mast became entangled with 
power lines at the I Street Bridge. 
The nine people aboard were 
unhurt but the vessel capsized 
and sank.
The Johnsons lost a lawsuit 
against Southern Pacific, the 
operators of the bridge. They 
then solicited - and received - 
help from volunteer divers to 
bring the uninsured boat up. But 
those efforts wer unsuccessful.
Only the mast is visible now - 
in the middle of the river, tied to 
a pier jutting out from beneath 
the bridge - as the boat rests on 
' the river’s bottom.
The Johnsons did not return 
phone calls for an update on the 
saga, but Astone hoped they 
might try again soon to salvage 
the boat.
"They’re not going to get a bet­
ter opportunity,” he said. “The 
water is as low as it’s going to 
get.”
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Sponsored by the Cal Poly Equal Opponunity Advisory Council to the President
Clinton signs bill to use surplus military planes for firefighting
By Ron Foamier
Assotioted Press
ALBUQUERQUE, N .M .- 
President Clinton broke from 
debate practice Monday to sign a 
bill designed to allow surplus 
militeuy airplanes to be used to 
douse wildfires.
The measure, which passed 
Congress easily, lets the 
Pentagon to sell airplanes to pri­
vate Forest Service contractors 
who dump water on flaming 
forests. The Forest Service needs 
to replace its aging fleet of 39 
tankers.
“The beauty we see here and, 
indeed, throughout the West is 
very deep, but it’s also fragile,” 
Clinton said. “We know that 
wildfires can ravage the land­
scape, threaten people, devas­
tate homes and farms and busi­
nesses,”
The White House normally 
finds scenic settings for presi­
dential announcements _ and 
there is no shortage of beautiful 
spots in this city in the shadow of 
the San Dia Mountains. But the 
president, deep in preparation 
for Wednesday night’s showdown 
with Bob Dole, did not want to 
wander from his hotel.
So he stood on a makeshift 
stage in a parking lot behind his 
Holiday Inn. Fire trucks and 
rental vans were parked on 
either side of the president to 
provide a security buffer.
“The legislation I have just 
signed will help these and other 
firefighters to do a better job 
with more safety,” Clinton said.
In another odd touch, the 
president actually signed the bill 
in private shortly before the cer­
emony. White House lawyers 
worried that signing the bill at a 
campaign event would be an ille­
gal mingling of political and 
presidential business.
The event was designed to get 
Clinton favorable attention in 
the regional media with little 
time wasted from debate prepa­
ration.
Wildfires ravaged the West 
this summer. Aides expect the 
bill will add to Clinton’s environ­
mental credentials in the region. 
Clinton won New Mexico in 1992 
and holds a comfortable lead in 
public opinion polls.
The aircraft transfer law 
allows the defense secretary to 
sell excess military aircraft and 
parts to air tanker operators 
approved by the Forest Service 
for firefighting. The planes could 
only be used for dousing fires.
Aides did not know how many 
planes would be sold.
The law replaces an airplane 
exchange program that resulted 
in a pair of federal grand jury 
indictments and jeopardized the 
availability of planes on contract 
this fall. Investigations and con­
gressional inquiries uncovered 
allegations dating back to 1991 
that airplanes on contract to the 
U.S. Forest Service were used for 
covert missions for the CIA.
An aviation broker and a for­
mer Forest Service official in 
charge of the aircraft program 
pleaded innocent last month to 
misusing the planes.
Clinton also signed a bill 
Monday designed to improve oil 
pipeline safety and allow the 
Transportation Department to 
design more safety regulations.
Scientists witness birth of 
mountain, volcano erupts
Assodoted Press
REYK.IAVIK, Iceland -  A vol­
cano erupting beneath Europe’s 
largest glacier is giving scientists 
their first opprortunity to witness 
how a new mountain fills the gap 
the eruption has melted.
“This is how the topography of 
Iceland ... was formed under the 
Ice Age glacier,” said Magnus 
Gudmund.sson, a geophysicist at 
the L^niversity of Iceland. “This is 
the first time .scientists have 
been able to ob.serve it.”
Scienti.sts bundled up in 
snowsuits and scampered about 
the glacier this weekend to mea­
sure the development of the 
mountain.
The volcano has melted a two- 
mile gap in the glacier a few hun­
dred yards wide.
“The glacier has disappeared 
in the area, but instead it is full 
of ash created in the eruption,” 
Gudmunds.son said. “We have 
been watching the creation of a 
new sub-glacial mountain 
region.”
Gudmundsson said that 
although the eruption is dying 
down, it is expected to cause 
major flooding.
“We think it will he similar to 
one after the last major eruption 
in 1938,” he .said. That eruption 
caused the biggest recorded 
floods in the region.
“The eruption may be about to 
reach its end, but it’s still prema­
ture to issue a death certificate, 
because there can bt> quiet p)eri- 
ods and renewed activity,” 
Gudmundsson said.
Hot molten rock, or magma, 
from the volcano is melting the 
ice on the glacier. The water from 
the melting ice is gathering in a 
crater-like basin below the ice 
called the Grimsvotn Caldera.
The new eruption began Sept. 
29 but didn’t break through the 
ice -  which is 600 yards thick 
over the volcano -- until Oct. 2. 
Since then, steam and ash have 
spurted up to six miles, the 
height at which many jetliners
fly.
M U STAN G  DAILY
Dole hunts California votes, questions Indonesian contributions to Clinton
By Tom Room
Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- Pushing 
West in search of California votes, 
Bob Dole stepped up his criticism 
of Prt'sident Clinton on Monday 
for “slipping and sliding” on ethi­
cal questions.
Dole for the first time person­
ally raised questions about contri­
butions from Indonesian banking 
interests to Clinton’s re-election 
campaign, and his campaign sent 
the president a series of questions 
about the transactions.
“We think the American peo­
ple are entitled to the facts,” Dole 
told reporters. "N o  more slipping 
and sliding, Mr. President, just 
answer the questions.”
Dole, previewing the tougher 
approach he is expected to take in 
Wednesday’s final presidential 
debate in San Diego, also took 
Clinton to task for refusing to rule 
out pardons for those convicted of 
Whitewater crimes and over 
White Mouse aides’ gathering of 
FBI files on prominent 
Republicans.
Summoning the name of one of 
Missouri’.«! revered native sons. 
Dole said Harry Truman’s com­
ment that "the buck stops here” 
at the White House had been 
rewritten by Clinton.
“As Bill Clinton says, the buck 
doesn’t stop anywhere,” Dole said. 
" I t  just keeps on going. He’s not 
responsible for anything.”
“He does not have an ethical 
administration. And we’re going 
to go after that in the debate on 
Wednesday night,” Dole said.
At one point, as a handful of 
Clinton-Gore supporters in the 
St. Ijouis crowd began shouting 
“Four more years,” Dole himself
tried to drown them out, shouting 
into his microphone “No more 
years, no more years, no more 
years. It’s all over.”
The Republican nominee made 
his comments as campaign aides 
pressed new questions about the 
.Clinton campaign’s receipts from 
Indonesian banking interests.
Dole campaign officials and 
other Republicans have suggested 
the administration traded favors 
for huge campaign contributions 
from interests associated with the 
Lippo Group conglomerate.
Campaign manager Scott 
Reed called the transactions 
“potentially criminal” and asked 
Clinton in a statement: "W hy 
have you used U.S. foreign policy 
in Indonesia as a fund-raising tool 
to help secure illegal campaign 
contributions from a foreigner?”
Clinton dodged questions 
about the fund-raising controver­
sy during a brief public appear­
ance in New Mexico, where he 
was preparing for Wednesday 
night’s debate. His aides later 
were peppered with questions 
about the matter during a tense 
briefing and dismissed it as a 
Republican-engineered controver­
sy-
“We’re in the closing days of 
the campaign and they’re getting 
pretty desperate,” said White 
House press secretary Mike 
McCurry.
He added that the Lippo group 
did not receive preferential treat­
ment because of the contribu­
tions.
Federal campaign finance 
laws generally are designed to 
prevent foreigners from exerting 
influence in America’s political 
system. Exceptions allow foreign­
ers who are legal U.S. residents
and U.S. subsidiaries of foreign 
corporations to make contribu­
tions if the money was earned in 
the United States.
The Lippo Group is ba.sed in 
Hong Kong and Jakarta, 
Indonesia and is controlled by the 
Riady family. Family members 
and the U.S. subsidiaries and 
executives of the company have 
contributed to the Democratic 
Party and the president’s cam­
paign.
Dole planned to spend most of 
the week in California, whose 54 
electoral votes are the largest 
share in the nation, and prepar­
ing for Wednesday’s debate. 
Laying the groundwork for Dole’s 
visit, running mate Jack Kemp 
told a League of California Cities 
conference Monday that the 
Clinton administration was 
“defending the status quo” on 
economy policy when throughout 
California there are signs that 
“something is amiss.”
Trailing President Clinton 
nationally and in major battle­
ground states by double digits in 
the polls, the Dole campaign ten­
tatively decided to pour more 
resources into California.
That would require diverting 
millions of dollars from other bat- 
• tleground states. But with Dole 
trailing in nearly all regions of 
the country, the GOP challenger 
had few viable options.
The idea of putting new 
emphasis on California was dis­
cussed extensively by Dole and 
campaign strategists at a meeting 
Saturday although aides said 
Dole didn’t sign off on a full-bore 
campaign in the state.
Campaign aides were heart­
ened by a Field Poll last week 
See DOLE page 10
Hewlett-Packard and Cal Poly...A winning partnership
Hewlett-Packard hired more than 60 grads from Cal Poly 
last year. We expect this year to be as good or better and 
we’d like to talk to you about the exciting opportunities we 
have at HP.
We are interviewing for December, March and June BS/BA 
and MS/MBA grads in the EE/EL, CPE, CSC, ME, IE and 
BUS/MIS fields for career positions throughout HP in the 
U.S.
On Campus 
October 23rd & 24th
If you didn’t get your Student Data Summary to the Career 
Services Center by October 2nd, there’s still a chance to get 
an interview with HP.
Please attend our Interview Orientation on Tuesday,
October 22nd in the Chumash Auditorium from 6:00 - 9:00 
p.m. We will be filling out our schedules that evening.
Hope to see you there.
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer 
dedicated to affirmative action and work force diversity.
•*» €•••*
H EW LETT
PACKARD
TUESDAY,OCTOBER 15, 1996 9Madonna gives birth to 6-pound, 9-ounce girl
Bv Beth Harris something good is happeningy
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES -  Madonna 
with child is now Madonna and 
child.
A 6-pound, 9-ounce baby girl 
was delivered Monday. The 
Material
Girl and baby girl Lourdes 
Maria Ciccone Leon are fine.
“Mother Madonna Ciccone, 
father Carlos Leon and their 
daughter are all resting comfort­
ably,” said the star’s spokes­
woman, Liz Rosenberg. “We 
would like to thank everyone for 
their kind wishes.”
The healthy baby was born at 
4:01 p.m. at Good Samaritan 
Hospital, Rosenberg said. She 
said neither she nor the hospital 
would release any other informa­
tion about the birth.
Reporters, photographers and 
TV crews started gathering out­
side the hospital at midday in 
anticipation of the birth, but 
nobody got a look at mother or 
baby. It was unclear if mother 
and baby were still at the hospi­
tal, or if they’d gone home before 
the announcement.
The baby is the first child of 
Madonna Louise Veronica 
Ciccone, 38. The 30-year-old 
father is a personal trainer and 
boyfriend to the pop singer and 
actress.
Madonna pursued mother­
hood, liked she does most every­
thing, with vepgeance and 
bawdiness.
Months before she announced 
her pregnancy. Madonna told 
“Primetime Live” she planned to 
find a suitable candidate for “the 
fatherhood gig” by taking out a 
personal ad.
• She didn’t have to bother. The 
darkly handsome Leon was right 
in her own gym. She hasn’t mar­
ried him and hasn’t said she 
plans to.
But she did not use him as a 
“stud service," she says in 
November’s Vanity Fair. And she 
didn’t get pregnant for “shock 
value,” she said.
“I realize that these are all 
comments made by persons who 
cannot live with the idea that
something good is happening to 
me.”
Excerpts from her diary, kept 
from .Ian. 13 to May 29, were 
published by the magazine. The 
period covers her filming of 
“Evita” in Argentina, which she 
completed while pregnant.
The film, based on Andrew 
Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice’s 
musical chronicling the life of 
Argentina’s famous first lady, 
Eva Heron, opens Christmas Day 
in Los Angeles and New York.
In Vanity Fair, Madonna 
describes the moment she first 
saw her fetus during an ultra­
sound:
“I was stunned when I saw on 
the ultrasound a tiny, living crea­
ture spinning around in my 
womb. Tap-dancing, 1 think. 
Waving its tiny arms around and 
trying to suck its thumb. 1 could 
have sworn 1 heard its laughing,” 
she wrote.
Once she was pregnant, the 
woman who has mass-marketed 
herself through incarnations as 
vamp, “boy toy,” actress and sex 
fiend, suddenly became a mom.
Very few pictures of the preg­
nant Madonna were captured. 
After a failed marriage to actor 
Sean Penn and a string of end­
lessly reported flings with 
celebrities such as Warren 
Beatty and Chicago Bulls bad 
boy Dennis Rodman. Madonna 
kept out of sight.
For years, she has said she 
wanted a child. Her mother died 
when she was a,young girl. She 
was left, she told a recent inter­
viewer, with “a longing, a feeling 
of emptiness.”
She met Leon, an amateur 
bicycle racer, while running in 
Manhattan’s Central Park in 
1994. They spoke briefly. She 
contacted him again.
Two months later. Madonna 
was having Thanksgiving dinner 
with Carlos’ relatives in Miami 
Beach. “Even then she talked 
about babies,” Carlos’ brother, 
Armando, told People magazine.
There also was talk of 
Madonna’s bossiness, Leon’s jeal­
ousy, and rumors that the two 
had split.
SIERRA SUMMIT
MOUNTAIN RESO RT
PO Box 236 
LakMhora. CA 93634
Job screening & applications for 
seasonal winter employment will be 
accepted in San Luis Obispo at the 
Quality Inn on:
Mon.. Oct. 14th 10 am - 8 pm 
Tues.. Oct. 15th 8 am • 4:30 pm
We have a large variety o f jobs 
to  be filled  and a lim ited am ount of 
employee housing available.
See you there!
(209) 233-2500
Located in the Sierra National Forest 
An E.0.E [
C : U S T O M  P R I N T E D
T-SHIRTS
1-800-771-6609
a S c iP
Our nanu* my» it!
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10 TUESDAY, O aO B ER  15 , 1996 MUSTANG DAILYKemp defends Dole economic plan on California campaign trail
By Scott Lindlow
Associated Press
ANAHEIM, Calif. -  GOP vice 
presidential nominee Jack Kemp 
offered a fiery defense of supply- 
side economics Monday, charging 
the Clinton administration does­
n’t understand capitalism.
Kemp told 1,000 people at the 
League of California Cities annu­
al conference that Bob Dole’s tax 
plan would unleash a torrent of 
capital that would revive urban 
and rural areas alike.
He ridiculed Vice President A1 
Gore’s contention in their debate 
last week that the Dole economic 
plan would send the country over
Niagara Falls “in a barrel.”
“I was disappointed to see 
such a lack of understanding of 
how capitalism can work for 
other people,” Kemp said. “You 
see, capital always flows down.” 
Kemp was laying groundwork 
for Dole’s arrival later in San 
Diego, where the final presiden­
tial debate will be held 
Wednesday.
The campaign has indicated a 
new push in California where 
internal polling shows President 
Clinton’s lead shrinking.
Kemp and Dole appeared at a 
campaign rally at the Broadway 
Pier in downtown San Diego 
before going their separate ways
-  Kemp to Las Vegas and Dole to 
prepare for his faceoff with Bill 
Clinton.
Kemp appeared as more of an 
attack dog Monday than he did 
during last week’s debate against 
Gore. Before introducing Dole to 
the crowd, Kemp catalogued a 
series of issues the Clinton 
administration has taken credit 
for but which Kemp claimed 
were false achievements.
“For this administration, the 
truth seems to be expendable,” 
Kemp said.
Kemp said the Clinton-Gore 
campaign is appealing to a 
scared electorate.
“The only thing this adminis­
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happy freakin* Grouch day
Tuesday Nighttoo
DJ and Dancin
Prize Drawing
Discounted 20%  for the Monster Mash  
will be Col Poly Clothing & Gifts, Selected 
G en era l Books, Studen t Supp lie s,  
Stationery, Art, Craft and Technical 
Equipment, Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, 
Greeting Cards, Jewelry, Food and M any  
m ore item s from  our re gu la r stock.
Textbooks, Computer and Electronic products. 
Hardback & Paperback Bestsellers and selected 
items are not included in the sale.
We will be closed from 5 - 6 pm to prepare for this Sole.
ElG^ rrcxI
tration has offered is fear,” he 
said. “Fear to senior citizens 
about Medicare, fear to veterans 
about benefits and their hospi­
tals. Bob dole will not appeal to 
your worse fears.”
Earlier in the day, Kemp told 
listeners -  including former 
President Gerald Ford — at a 
Palm Springs-area lunch spon­
sored by the National Association 
of Investment Companies that 
they should be offended when 
critics call Dole’s economic pack­
age “voodoo economics.”
“It is an anti-capitalistic men­
tality that ought to be
challenged by every man and 
woman in this room,” Kemp said.
“It is not at all voodoo eco­
nomics to recognize that you 
can’t create employees without 
creating employers.”
In Anaheim, Kemp asserted 
that the economy would expand 
under Dole’s proposed tax cuts.
“A bigger economy means 
more revenue. Revenue comes 
from people working and spend­
ing and paying taxes and start­
ing new businesses,” Kemp said. 
“As the economic pie gets bigger, 
as John F. Kennedy proved in the 
early 1960s and Ronald Reagan 
proved in the 1980s, there will be 
more revenue, not less.”
DOLE: Both candidates want to win California
From page 9
that showed the GOP challenger 
had narrowed his polling gap in 
California to 10 points from 22 on 
Labor Day.
Still, wresting California from 
Clinton _ who won it in 1992 and 
has lavished much attention on it 
as president _ is a daunting- 
prospect.
Clinton said he was not con­
cerned about fighting Dole for 
California because his adminis­
tration had paid careful attention 
to the state.
“If California is to become a 
battleground in the last three 
weeks of the election, that is 
something I would welcome,” 
Clinton said.
The third man in the race. 
Reform Party nominee Ross Perot 
added a series of rallies and 
speeches around the country to 
his schedule for the next three 
weeks to try revive his struggling 
campaign.
GROUP: Hiring for student leaders continuing
From page 3
requests for placement in groups. 
About two-thirds of these 
requests have been fulfilled.
To schedule sessions, students 
indicate hours that they are free. 
Two hour-long meetings, that fit 
into each of the group members 
schedule, are set up on weekdays 
between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m.
Kendra FYiend, a biological 
sciences freshman was placed in 
a Biology 151 group this quarter.
“I wanted to start off on the 
right foot,” Friend said. “I wanted 
to get things going right.”
According to Sydnor, the goal 
of Study Group is “to clear up 
confusion and work on concept 
mastery.”
He said that 70 percent of stu­
dents get a passing grade in the
class for which they participate in 
the study group.
Leaders also benefit. Wendy 
Lyle, leader of Friend’s group, is 
in Cal Poly’s teacher education 
program. For Lyle, Study Group 
is a way to gain experience and 
earn $6.50 an hour.
Study Group currently hires 
about 50 leaders per quarter from 
all majors. Applications for leader 
positions are still being accepted 
at the Academic Skills Center.
Study Group is free and open 
to all students. Students may 
submit a request for a study 
group by computer at the 
Academic Skills Center (33-290), 
the MAP Center (10-134) or 
Kennedy Library’s Learning 
Resources Center. Sign-ups are 
taken until the seventh week of 
the quarter.
MANIFESTO: Urging you to read and write in
From page 2
Freshmen may read it and be 
misled, and may not join fraterni­
ties just because of that article.” 
Nice said that he plans to 
write more articles for upcoming 
issues of the Poly Manifesto, but 
he will vary his targets.
“I'll have to find something 
else to attack, or bitch about,” he 
said, “but there’s a lot out there at 
Cal Poly and in San Luis Obispo.” 
Another contribution to the 
paper, entitled “Cal Poly and the 
Environment,” was written by 
Richard Kranzdorf of the political 
science department.
“He is one of the better teach­
ers I’ve had,” Burns said of 
Kranzdorf, “and he was more 
than willing to do it.”
Doonan and Burns intend to 
publish monthly issues of the Poly 
Manifesto. The next issue is 
scheduled to be out in mid- 
November. Right now, they are 
looking for many writing and 
advertising contributions.
“I just hope people take an 
interest in it and get involved,” 
Bums said “Anyone can do this, 
and everyone should be doing it.”
Doonan and Burk said that 
they hope some of their more con­
troversial articles will generate 
some interesting feedback.
“We want everything. The 
more you get somebody mad. the 
more they'll write,” Doonan said. 
“It’s hard to draw the line 
between what you can and can’t 
get away with. I’m expecting to 
get some flak from some people I 
know, but I'm not worried about 
it.”
The “Drinking in Slotown” col­
umn is also expected to continue. 
According to Doonan and Burns, 
the article’s anonymous author 
has countless stories of debauch­
ery to tell.
Anyone interested in being a 
part of the Poly Manifesto can e- 
mail its creators at 
mdoonan@oboe.aix.calpoly.edu or 
kiburns@oboe.aix.calpoly.edu.
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Sick Fort Worth girl undergoes surgery at Duke; full recovery expected
By Chris Newton
Associated Press
DALLAS (A P )- A 10-year-old 
girl underwent successful colon 
surgery Monday, ending a pro­
tracted court fight between Texas 
child welfare authorities and her 
parents, who opposed the opera­
tion.
Rachel Stout was in good con­
dition and resting comfortably 
following removal of her colon at 
Duke University Medical Center
in North Carolina, doctors said. 
She is expected to recover fully.
Hospital officials said no more 
information would be released at 
her parents’ request. “They 
appreciate the concern, ... but 
hope now that people will respect 
their privacy during Rachel’s 
recovery,” the statement said.
Steve and Patricia Stout, 
whose daughter suffered from 
severe ulcerative colitis, fought 
the state since early September 
over her care before signing a 
consent form Sunday authorizing
the surgery.
The parents’ legal tug of war 
with Texas Child Protective 
Services stretched to Canada and 
back before Rachel ended up in 
North Carolina. Six doctors in 
three cities recommended 
surgery, but the Stouts held out 
hope that alternative treatment 
could save Rachel’s life.
Steve Stout removed Rachel 
from a Dallas hospital last 
month and took her to Toronto 
for alternative treatment with 
aloes and lasers.
CPS, meanwhile, went to 
court and got partial custody of 
the girl in an attempt to secure 
the colon-removal surgery for 
her.
CPS agreed in a court hearing 
Oct. 4 that she could go to Duke 
for a final evaluation and final 
chance to avoid surgery. The 
Stouts, in return, agreed to com­
ply with the recommendation of 
Dr. William Treem, Duke’s chief 
of pediatric gastroenterology.
After a three-day evaluation, 
Treem decided last week that the
child needed surgery. The par­
ents then had until last weekend 
to give their consent.
Larry Friedman, the Stouts’ 
attorney, said Rachel, who was 
said to have opposed the surgery 
"understood that this was the 
only alternative.”
He said Rachel should return 
to Texas in about 10 days.
Doctors have said she faces two 
more operations and should 
eventually be able to live normal­
ly without her colon.
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ATTENTION 
ALL WOW PEOPLE
Any spring training experts 
come find out about team WOW 
Information sessions 
Tues 6-8pm, Thurs 11-12pm 
Agricultural Engineering Rm 123 
Hope to see you there!
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**SWE**
Society of Women Engii^ers 
General Meeting on Oct 15,1996 
@ the Sandwich Plant @ 6;00 pm 
Meet your Major Chairs: 
Jenny (AE)
Krystal. Paula (AERO)
Anna. Tishia (ARCE)
Karen, Victoria, Anh (CE) 
Patricia (CPE)
Liza (CS)
Maria, Sara (EE)
Brooke, Emily, Tai-An (ENVE) 
Jennifer (ESCI)
Kajal, Christine (IE)
Jeff (MATE)
Christine (MATH)
Victoria (ME)
Advertise in the 
Mustang Daily and 
GET RESULTS!!!
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CYCLING CLUB
Meeting Every Wed 8pm 52-B05 
All Cyclists are Cool/Welcome
ABM CLUB
BBQ & Meeting Wed Oct 16 @ 6:30 
AE123 It’s not too late 2 join!
SKI CLUB
MEETING
WED. OCT. 16TH 
8:00PM
Bldg. S2-E27
IMPORTANT
DON’T MISS ITIl!
Vines to Wines
Meeting Oct 15 at 7pm 10-206 
New Members Welcome
(im:i-.K N i.w s
RUSH A<t>i2
A fun co-ed service fraternity
Mon 10/14 6-7pm Me Phee’s 
Tue 5:30 Climb @ ASI Outings Wall 
Wed 6-8 pm Service Project TBA 
Thur 3-6 Interviews (Informal)
Fri 6:30 Pinning TBA
Congratulations AXO 
on 111 years of sisterhood! 
Founder’s Day - October 15.1885
L o s  r h 'o l'N I)
Missing an iguana? Well, I found it 
near the dorms 546-9228
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MYSTIQUE
Beatutiful Exotic Female Dancers 
Privates & Parties (Hiring) 
594-4529
S i:i{ \  K liS
NEED A LIFT?
Natural beverage mix perfect 
for students, athletes, workers.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
FREE SAMPLE 1-800-549-1570
SCORE MORE!! 
G MAT 72 PTS 
GRE214PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
lí.MIM.í )^M1.N I
PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP 
Student Works Painting is now 
hiring for Spring/Summer 1997.
Seeking motivated applicants 
for high level internship.
Duties include interviewing, 
hiring, development of customer 
relations, control of marketing & 
sales, & production management.
Call 1-800-394-6000. E-mail 
address: swpaintg9ix.netcom.com
H.MIM.()'f.\ll-:.\ I
CAMPUS JOB!
Now hiring 30 Study Group Ldrs. 
$6.50/hr. Flexible. Seek Majors 
with 3.25+GPA: Chem, Math, 
Physics. Csc, CE/ME, Actg. 
Work study welcome. Apply at 
Academic Skills Ctr in 33-290. 
Study Group is sponsored by 
Student Academic Sves and the 
Cal Poly Plan.
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mCAUTION!!!
Make No Investments or Provide 
No Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisments 
in the Opportunities Section
Interested in a senior project 
with a purpose? Internship 
networking with local businesses? 
Talk to two Poly grads who turned 
their senior project into successful 
enterprises. Call Mariah at 546-9153 
or Edward at 546-9268
$100 to Debate and win WOMEN 
ARE EQUAL-Details 782-9237
FAST FUNDRAISER • RAISE $500 IN 
5 DAYS • Greeks, Groups, Clubs, 
Motivated Individuals. FAST, 
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION 
(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33
SI.OOO’s POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free. 
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2386 
for listings.
O u l’o n  iTiNi rii-:s
SEIZED CARS from SI75. Porsches, 
Cadillacs. Chevys, BMW’s, 
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD’s. 
Your Area. Toll Free. 1-800- 
898-9778 Ext. A-2386 for curr. list.
L'ou S.\Li-:
Color Scanner 24 Bit 600 DPI 
Optical 2400 Interp Transparency 
Adapter Works w/Mac or IBM 
$475/obo 543-4307
Epson 866C Laptop 486 Micro 
Processor 20 MB Memory 14 4 fax 
Modem 3.5DDR Microsoft: Win 95 
Office, Excel, Word Publisher 
Procomm Access Ver 2 $2300.00
Photo Eqlulpm ent Pentax Spotm atlc 
$150 Pentax MX $90 Pentax W inder 
$90 Sigma 600MM Lens $240 Zoom4060 
MM lens $95 Takumar 35 MM Lens $80 
Takumar 100MM $175 Takumar 50MM 
$90 Two V iviator 283 Flash $80 each 
Phone num ber: 927-1014
lU lM '.M . l l ( ) l ’S I.\(i
Private Furnished Room 
Shared apt. Female preferred. 
$395 deposit $395 per month 
Utilities paid for except elec. 
Call 543-5455
11( >.\ii:s h'( )u S,\u=
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO 
Steve Nelson • Farrell Smyth R/E 
*•*543-8370***
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IN THE BLEACHERS By Steve Moore
‘Truth? This drill has nothing to do with football. 
I just like to watch them scream.”
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The Robert E. Kennedy Library is leading the way to the future through its innovative use o f the World 
Wide Web. By maximizing Web technologies, the library can now deliver directly to your desktop, 
library collections and services to make your use o f the library more convenient and more effective.
This year, thanks to the Cal Poly Plan, the library is able to bring you an expanded selection o f full-text 
databases to provide you with better access to the information you need the most.
Databases such as the Britannica Online for encyclopedia information on any topic, STAT-USA for 
business statistics, Compendex W eb and the Engineering Village which takes you to hundreds of 
engineering, business and government resources, and Project Muse, the full-text, online version of 
journals in the humanities, social sciences and mathematics are just a few o f the examples o f new 
information sources now available in the library's W W W  homepage.
This roommate has connections to a world o f information that can save you time and help you get what 
you need - where and when you need it most - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
For more information, contact the reference department at 756-2649.
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